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A Different Measure of Damages:
Quantitative v. Qualitative

The idea is to shift the damages analysis from an extrinsic, numeric one of subtracting objective
losses to a more personalized and intrinsic view. Rather than calculating what the plaintiff has lost,
the analysis focuses on where the plaintiff is left after their injury.

This alternate approach shortens trials and improves your credibility with the judge, jury and yes,
even your worthy opponent.  Once you’ve read this article, reflect upon its potential use in the cases
you’ve tried, and then those you may try in the future.  The ideas within this model are both old and
new, and if their wisdom isn’t obvious on the first reading, then it will be by the second.  This
template is particularly suited to psychological injury claims.  This article is extracted from the first
chapter of the 3rd edition of my book, Recovering for Psychological Injuries (Trial Guides, 2010).     

The Quantitative or Subtraction Mode 
During the first week of torts class, you were taught that in order for a civil negligence cause of
action to exist four elements must occur: a duty, a breach of that duty, an injury, and finally,
causation, meaning that the injury was caused by the breach of the duty. When facts support these
four elements, then a tort or civil wrong has occurred. What this all means is injured parties can then
sue the wrongdoer and be redressed by receiving a money damages verdict for their resulting injuries.

There’s a simple way to algebraically express this: 

$ = (A C) × B 

Our formula involves two axes. The first is horizontal and involves a time continuum from A,
the plaintiff’s pre-injury status, to C, the plaintiff’s post-injury future. Somewhere along this time
line the liability event, B, occurred, which caused injury.
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Our time continuum is expressed as follows:

This model is generic and fits all circumstances. The liability breach can be anything from a
discrete one-time failure to heed a stop sign, to multiple and ongoing allegations of sexual
harassment.

The second axis is vertical and expresses the extent of damages. Assume we have a scale of health
(A and C in our model above), which ranges from 10 to 0. We’ll call the person who is a 10 in great
health, and at the opposite end, if the person is 0, they’re dead. If they’re like most of us, their health
is average and falls in between 4 and 6. 

Applying the above model with its two axes, assume the plaintiff is walking down the street, in
generally good health (6) and the defendant blows a stop sign (B), striking the plaintiff in a
crosswalk. The injuries caused by the defendant’s conduct reduce the plaintiff physically from 6 to 2
(C). After a year of rehabilitation, the plaintiff recovers to a 4. The difference between A (6) and C
(4) involves a permanent difference, meaning the loss is the difference between the pre-injury
condition of the plaintiff (A) and the way he is now (C). This is expressed as: 

$ = (6 4) or (2 × B)

Causation is expressed by the liability event, B, being placed outside of and after the bracketed
damages proof. This communicates the idea that the injuries are interactive and caused by the
liability event. Our formula is obviously oversimplified and the subtraction within the damages
component doesn’t express the period of time the injured party may have been in recovery. 

This is the traditional torts model taught in all law schools. It’s all pretty straightforward so far.
Most law school professors became who they are in rather traditional paths. They excelled as law
students, spent time clerking for an appellate judge, went on to work as an associate at a large and
prestigious firm for a few years, and then returned to academia. They possess little clinical experience
in application and argument before juries of the principles upon which they’re paid to instruct. Most
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of them have never tried a single civil jury trial as lead counsel. The result? A generation of bright
thinkers passes on sterile and aseptic legal recipes to future generations of lawyers.

What’s being taught, and intellectually fossilized, is correct in every linear sense. It’s a numeric,
quantitative model of analysis that reflects Aristotelian modes of thought. It’s a paradigm that’s
logical, and therefore seems right to every lawyer. Keep in mind that you, as a lawyer, aren’t typical.
You don’t mirror the thought processes of average citizens and jurors. You had to take an LSAT to
even get into law school. That exam tests your capacity for multifactorial analysis and logical
thinking. Capacities in these areas are the sine qua non of commercial litigators. These are the
advocates who live in the numerical world of actuaries, accountants, business records, and tax
returns. These lawyers revel in data-driven analysis and emotionally seem to need certainty and
precision. They’re intellectually uncomfortable discussing pain and suffering in terms of dollars, or
losses that can’t be precisely quantified. 

Shifting from the Quantitative to the Qualitative
I advocate a different paradigm than extrinsic subtraction. It’s a qualitative approach. It’s intrinsic.
Conclusions derived from a qualitative methodology are radically different from those born of the
quantitative method. 

The traditional quantitative or numeric approach views a person in the context of the whole, and
defines losses by extrinsically referring to how the group or community values similar losses among
its various members. Call this a comparable or a deductive right-brain way of seeing things. You can
find illustrations in any insurance company’s scheduled approach to valuing losses. This is the
adjuster’s mind-set when he says “my company’s rule of thumb is, we don’t pay general damages in
an amount more than three or four times the specials.” Further examples include the scheduled losses
in workers’ compensation claims and tort reform attempts to level losses through caps on
noneconomic damages awards. 

The quantitative method reduces the economic consequences and increases predictability,
thereby decreasing the incentive to avoid engaging in B conduct. The Ford Pinto litigation from the
1970s is a good example. It’s against this backdrop that punitive damages find their most persuasive
arguments. Predictability increases the prospect manufacturers will pursue profits by analyzing
consumer injuries as a cost of doing business. The intellectual headwaters of this are found in the
political philosophy of Jeremy Bentham (1748–1832) and utilitarianism, that is, “the greatest good
for the greatest number.”

On the other hand, the qualitative model doesn’t focus on the group; rather, it shifts the
spotlight to the individual within the group. The qualitative model derives conclusions inductively,
by focusing on the uniqueness of the loss to the specific individual within the group. The political
writing of John Locke (1632–1704), with his philosophical view that the rights of the individual are
preeminent to those of the group, supports this thinking. 

The qualitative model says we’re all unique and different, and that when the rights of the least
among us are fully protected, then the rest of us are beneficiaries because it assures that our rights are
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also protected. This argument has protected the right of free speech for advocates of unpopular and
extremist positions. We reason that if the rights of those on the fringe are protected, then the rest of
us closer to the center are also safe. I call this a kind of perimeter or “tripwire” analysis. Advocates
argue every individual within the group is a beneficiary if there are full economic consequences when
anyone within the group is injured. This emphasizes deterrence because of the fullness of the
economic consequences. 

It’s true that “the law is the law,” and the jury should apply the rules charged by the court; but
that’s really only the starting point of good advocacy. It’s when a rule is actually applied by a
committee of the community, meaning a jury, that it comes to life. As Oliver Wendell Holmes said,
“The life of the law is experience, not logic.” Jury verdicts are the energizing headwaters of our
common law tradition. This is where an appreciation and understanding of the reasons for a rule
become essential. Discernment is found in the creative application of the rules. Here’s where
advocacy finds some of its loftiest expression. If you use the law as a template, or cookie cutter with
sharp edges, and each trial is but another rote application of uniform rules, then you really don’t
understand the power of advocacy. 

Learning to Ask the Right Questions
When a jury returns a large verdict, defense lawyers sometimes express surprise saying it was a
“runaway” jury. What often happened is a good plaintiff’s lawyer persuaded the jury to analyze the
facts with a qualitative or intrinsic approach instead of from a quantitative or subtraction model. 

Let’s illustrate the differences between quantitative and qualitative models of analysis by
considering the multiple possible responses to the simple question: “Who has lost more?” Assume we
have two people, one is a millionaire, and the other a beggar with only one dollar. Take away half of
what each possesses and then ask, “Who has lost more?”
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We know under a quantitative model it’s obviously the millionaire because he’s lost $500,000,
which is far, far greater than the fifty cents the beggar’s lost. Smug with the knowledge that half a
million is always more than half a dollar, shift the focus of the same question using a qualitative
analysis and ask which loss means more to each of them.1 As you do this, reflect upon the biblical
parable of the 
Widow and the Mites. It’s found in two places in the King James Version of the New Testament.
The second gospel, Mark 12:41–44, reads:

And Jesus sat over against the treasury, and beheld how the people cast money into
the treasury: and many that were rich cast in much. And there came a certain poor
widow, and she threw in two mites, which make a farthing. And he called [unto him]
his disciples, and saith unto them, Verily I say unto you, That this poor widow hath
cast more in, than all they which have cast into the treasury: For all [they] did cast in
of their abundance; but she of her want did cast in all that she had, [even] all her
living.

Luke, in the third gospel (21:1–4) narrates the experience slightly differently:

And he looked up, and saw the rich men casting their gifts into the treasury. And he
saw also a certain poor widow casting in thither two mites. And he said, of a truth I
say unto you, that this poor widow hath cast in more than they all: For all these have
of their abundance cast in unto the offerings of God: but she of her penury hath cast
in all the living that she had.

This scriptural material is powerful, not because of any historical authenticity, but for the social
and moral values communicated. Regardless of anyone’s particular religious orientation, this parable
expresses core values of our culture’s Judeo-Christian heritage. 

Are aspects of these values expressed in any of your jury instructions? Consider the “as is” rule
commonly called the “previous infirm condition” instruction. What it essentially says is a wrongdoer
takes his victim as is, and therefore can’t defend on the infirmities or shortcomings of his victim.
Stated more abstractly, the law protects the weakest among us. Philosophers agree. Protection of
person and property is the primary purpose of laws. Think about it. The bully needs no protection.
It’s the weakest among us that needs the law’s protection most. Continuing with our extrapolation,
within the machinery of American government, the ballot box protects the expressed will of the
majority; it’s within the judiciary, or the third branch of government, that the rights of the
individual find their most explicit protection through judicial interpretation of the Bill of Rights. 

When the injuries and damages are serious and self-evident, such as fractures, burns, and
amputations, then there’s no reason to stray from an objective and extrinsic subtraction-driven

1For my generation the argument belongs to the great Moe Levine, who died in 1974. Trial Guides has compiled many
of Moe’s closings and speeches in Moe Levine on Advocacy (2009).
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analysis; after all, you’ve got “the facts.” Yet even here there’s often a place for a melding of the two
approaches.

The qualitative model lends itself to situations where before the B event occurred, the plaintiff
was disadvantaged or had less than what’s considered normal. Examples include people with
shortened life expectancies or others with serious pre-B challenges. Also included are the “problem”
cases and clients with prior injuries blurring medical causation, or with lots of personal baggage
causing them to be unattractive to a jury. 

I know how important it is to have a presentable plaintiff; and, if you’re really lucky, you might
also have a target defendant. I don’t know about you, but these types of cases are rare, and when they
do occur, they usually settle for obvious reasons. A more likely scenario involves an unpresentable
plaintiff with less serious injuries and dubious liability. This is where the qualitative approach can be
far more effective than subtraction. So you want to be a plaintiffs’ jury trial lawyer? Welcome to the
real world.

Let’s be specific. Suppose you have someone with modest losses. More than likely many cases in
every office’s inventory fit this description. Applying the formula introduced at the beginning of this
chapter, they’re a 2 or 3 in health before the B event, with a loss of 1 because of the defendant’s
misconduct. Obviously, not a very attractive case on an extrinsic basis. Consider the following
approach: instead of forfeiting credibility by trying to make your client look worse or more damaged
than he really is through the use of excessive subtraction by stretching before and after, consider
focusing on what your client is left with. How do you do this?

Start with the A list. Think creatively. Rather than your client being a 4, 5, 6, or 7, honor all his
foibles and freckles making him a 2 or 3. In other words, you generate credibility by embracing the
naked truth. Ninety percent of defense lawyers’ cross-examination is driven by plaintiff’s lawyers and
their clients trying to, consciously or unconsciously, stretch the facts in furtherance of perceived self-
interest. There’s no need for this. Once the client is accurately positioned down low on the A list,
then assess the client’s losses quantitatively. If the objective losses aren’t much, then be comfortable
in telling the jury this. It’s okay. Honesty is a great start. The losses may not be much to someone
else, say for you, me, or perhaps most of the jurors, but explain how they’re profound to this
particular person. Remember, when you don’t have much, losing even a little means a lot.2

We plaintiff’s lawyers do this every time we argue the importance of a client’s disability rather
than a minimal or mild impairment. An impairment is an objective assessment of a loss of some
bodily function, such as range of motion. A disability assessment applies the impairment to the life
and activities of a specific person. For example, two persons can have exactly the same injury or
impairment, yet it can have dramatically different implications for the purposes of a disability
assessment. If a professional baseball pitcher with a 94 mph fastball loses 2 percent of the range of

2This argument was perfected by the late Marvin Lewis of San Francisco. He was a president of the California Trial Lawyers
Association, Western Trial Lawyers, and American Trial Lawyers Association (now known as the American Association of
Justice). Marvin E. Lewis, 84, A Pioneering Lawyer, N.Y. Times, October 7, 1991, at B10.
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motion in his pitching arm, then he’s probably 100 percent vocationally disabled as a professional
baseball player; yet to most other people the same impairment is probably a nuisance at most. In my
case, I have an injured left knee; however, it has no employment implications to me because of my
chosen career as a trial lawyer. 

To be effective, you must be confident the jury will follow you. Unless you believe and really
understand why the principles within the “as is” instruction are so important, you’ll be receiving
many compromise verdicts. This takes us back to embracing the history and philosophy discussed
earlier. Qualitative arguments aren’t appeals for sympathy, they’re an invitation for the jury to apply
their common sense and the “as is” instruction from the judge. 

Once the client is positioned low, and accurately, along the pre-injury A scale, say a 2 or 3, the
next step is to not overstate the extent of the C or later injury. You don’t need to. You do this
because you think it’s necessary. It’s not! If you believe in the legitimacy of the “as is” instruction,
and the distinctions embodied in Moe Levine’s question focusing upon “not what they took from
your client, but what they left him with,” then everything falls into place. If you can’t or don’t
embrace this philosophy, then you can’t make the argument; your personal conviction and ethos are
a large part of the persuasion calculus.

There are many other benefits to the qualitative approach. You and your clients will have
enhanced credibility with juries, opposing counsel, the court, and not to mention your own peace of
mind. Trials are quicker because you’re up front with an accurate assessment of the facts. Courts will
welcome you back as an advocate because you’re A B C, meaning accurate, brief, and clear. There’s
no huffing and puffing. If anything, there’s a bit of understatement in both your client’s pre-injury
position on the A list and the extent of the later loss. Can you believe that? A plaintiff’s lawyer
effectively advocating with an understatement?

Remember, most of what defense lawyers do is point out the exaggerations and inconsistencies
within the plaintiff’s case. No wonder the adversary model is so aptly named. You’ve just eliminated
half of the defense’s justified cross-exam. It should now be apparent why less can be more. 

Vary your arguments to fit each jury. During jury selection, learn what’s important and special
with each juror. What are their hobbies? What do they enjoy doing most? Even though the plaintiff’s
loss may not be big to others, if any of the jurors suffered a loss of something small but important to
them, they should consider how profoundly diminished their lives would be. The law protects the
weakest among us, “the black and white, old and young, weak and strong, those who shine shoes,
and those who wear the shined shoes.” You must make the idea of the plaintiff’s loss personal and
relevant to each juror.

You can think of endless examples. After the plaintiff’s loss, what has the defendant now left the
plaintiff with, in the largest sense? Enlarge your paradigm. Extrapolate from the impairment-
disability model. Don’t be self-limiting and linear.

The question is, how do you persuade jurors to qualitatively apply the “as is” rule? Those who are
young, strong, or wealthy will have real trouble shifting to a more touchy-feely way of
understanding. You’ve got to access their sense of vulnerability. This is something everyone resists;
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no one welcomes these feelings. Remind the jurors that, if they’re lucky, each of them will someday
be old, infirm, and powerless during their final days. So, no matter how strong and independent we
may be today, each of us will face our time of weakness and vulnerability. The aging process
guarantees this.

Develop your case themes around your case strengths. It may be something about the defendant
or a positive aspect of the plaintiff. Be creative, let your imagination go. There’s plenty of time to
later fine-tune and chisel the specifics of the opening and closing. What are the most attractive
features of the case? Find and play to your trump suit.

Template for Maximizing Psychological Injuries
Let’s summarize what we’ve said so far. There’s a model or template that’s anchored in the law as
expressed in the court’s jury instructions and driven by merging arguments originally devised by
Marvin Lewis and Moe Levine. You’re arguing for a legal result from legal rules. Request that the
judge instruct the jury before the closing arguments, also ask that a written copy of the instructions
be provided to the jurors for reference during deliberations. Enlarge and prominently display the
instructions you rely on during your closing arguments to the jury.3 

1. Start with the language from your instructions declaring that emotional injuries are compensable:
“The (pain/mental suffering/emotional distress/humiliation) that the Plaintiff has sustained from the
time (he/she) was injured and that the Plaintiff will probably sustain in the future.” The selected
content of most state’s civil jury instructions are sufficient, if properly argued. Consider requesting
supplemental instructions on emotional losses. An example is: 

You are further instructed that when the law says that a recovery may be had for
mental suffering, it means a recovery for something more than that form of mental
suffering described as “physical pain.” It includes the various forms that mental
suffering may take, which will vary in each case with the nervous temperament, age,
and sex of a person, his or her ability to stand shock, and the nature of the injuries.
Mental worry, distress, grief, and mortification, where they are shown to exist, are a
proper component of that mental suffering for which the law entitles the injured
party to redress in money damages.

Fehely v. Senders, 170 Or. 457, 134 P.2d 283 (1943); Capelouto v. Kaiser Found.
Hosp., 7 Cal. 3d 889, 500 P.2d 880, 883 (1972). 

Explain the difference between pain and suffering.
 Pain has a physical connotation, such as pulling your fingers away from something hot. Suffering suggests an

emotional dimension.

3James McElhaney, Trial Notebook xviii, 189, 693 (4th ed. 2006). Remember again that I’m of the Jim McElhaney school
on plagiarism. Scholarship is theft with attribution. 
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2. Discuss your client’s pre-injury status. Consider counterintuitively reducing or lowering the
plaintiff’s pre-injury condition (the A list). This is Marvin Lewis’s contribution.

3. Argue qualitative losses by explaining: “She didn’t have much before, but it was everything she
had,” which is a variation of Moe Levine’s “When you take away half, who has lost more, the beggar
with a mere dollar or the millionaire?” Moe then added: “It isn’t what you take from them, it’s what
you leave them with.” 

These arguments are legally grounded in the “previous infirm condition” or “as is”
instruction. Plaintiff’s lawyers use variations of these arguments when arguing the serious
consequences of an objectively small injury or minor impairment in the life of a specific
individual (for example, loss of feeling in a finger of a neurosurgeon). Avoid the aggravation of a
pre-existing condition instruction because it generally states there is to be no compensation for
the plaintiff’s prior condition, while the previous infirm condition instruction doesn’t usually say
this.

4.  Next, argue your state’s multiple causation rules declared in your jury instructions. They
legally explain how a small or benign B liability event can (legally) cause big damages to a fragile
plaintiff who is low on the A list. Here’s where “one man’s meat is another’s poison” and “the
straw that broke the camel’s back” analogies fit.

5.  When you have a benign liability event (B), a fragile plaintiff explains why a “modest” impact
    had such a profound effect.
6.  During jury selection ask each of the jurors about their hobbies and leisure interests, then have
    them discuss what the loss of these activities would mean to them.
7.  This dialogue foreshadows your closing argument.
8.  During closing ask the jurors to compare the plaintiff’s important and personal qualitative 
    losses to what it would mean to each of the jurors if they were to lose something they 
    treasured, even though others may not value the loss similarly.
9.  Argue for specific dollars on an enlarged copy of the verdict form. Remember that memorable
    line Tom Cruise delivered in the 1996 movie Jerry Maguire? “Show me the money!” Justice
    means full compensation for all the plaintiff’s legal losses, and that means one dollar less than
    full justice is one dollar of injustice.

Theme Variations
Let’s next examine how good lawyers work within the generic formula of $ = (A C) × B to identify
the strengths of their case, which then become their case themes. By this time you should now
understand how sterile and aseptic damages based on subtraction can be. At first you may not be
comfortable with the qualitative application, but sit back and relax. Let’s explore how dynamic the
$ = (A C) × B model can be.
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What’s more important, an attractive plaintiff or a target defendant? While there’s no one answer
to this, it captures an enduring enigma. Let’s go back to two tenets of advocacy lore: liability
provokes damages, and its corollary, damages provoke liability. What are the ideas behind these
statements? They prove our formula, $ = (A C) × B, is really an elastic process. Let’s study some
variations to our standard formula that effective trial lawyers use when creatively advocating.

1. LIABILITY PROVOKES DAMAGES. Here we place the accent on the liability event B if it’s
aggravated. Within our formula, we symbolically express this by using an uppercase B if the
defendant’s misconduct is aggravated or quasi-punitive in nature, and a lowercase b when it’s more
benign:

$ = (A C) × B when aggravated or 

$ = (AC) × b when benign.

If our liability event is an ongoing series of events, such as in repeated sexual harassment, we
can reflect this by labeling the event B (1–10 or 20) meaning the event occurred multiple times,
perhaps an exact number or maybe an estimate.

2. DAMAGES PROVOKE LIABILITY. This means that A C is significant, or that you have good
damages facts. Here, the extrinsic or traditional quantitative model fits nicely, so there’s no need
to shift to a qualitative model. There’s no need to ask what they’ve left the plaintiff with, as you
can win by emphasizing what the plaintiff’s lost. 

You have the facts, you can easily answer what they took from the plaintiff, and it’s self-
evident how important these losses are. With these facts, the formula is expressed as follows:

$ = (A C) × b

That means the internal difference between the before and after on our 0 to 10 scale is at least
a 3. The larger the difference between A and C, the bigger the damages, and thus the better the
case. The challenge with this kind of case is to avoid over-trying it. Think here about a burn case.

3. CASE THEMES THAT ARE GROUNDED in and further desirable community values. Suppose
you have a dispute arising over the meaning of an oral agreement, solidified only by a handshake.
An attractive case theme might be, “let’s put honor back in a handshake.”4 Find a value you can
present the facts from. In other words, search for an aspect of the liability or B component for
your case theme. By rendering a significant verdict for your client, the jury affirms the
importance of these values.

4. THE FACES BEHIND THE FORMULA. Is the plaintiff attractive or the defendant unappealing?
This means the damages are processed in the context of who the plaintiff actually is, and in like

4This is Gerry Spence’s argument in a case he tried in Chicago for a small family business who sued McDonald’s for breach
of an oral contract. Harry Mills, Artful Persuasion: How to Command Attention, Change Minds, and Influence People 136
(2000); see In re Central Ice Cream Co., 59 B.R. 476 (1985). 
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fashion, the liability facts equally depend on the defendant’s citizenship and status. Think of this
as a referendum on each party’s citizenship. In our formula, and further continuing with our
algebraic formulation, this is represented by ×P for the plaintiff, meaning “times the plaintiff.”
And in a similar vein, ×D means “times the defendant.” If the particular party will make a
favorable or unfavorable impression, you can designate some symbol expressing this, such as a
plus sign (+) if positive, or a minus sign () if negative. Drawing from the liability analogy, you
can use a capital letter if good, and a lowercase if bad. Once again good or bad is obviously a
function of perspective.

5. THE COMMUNITY WHERE THE CASE IS BEING TRIED. More specifically, consider the
committee of the community at large, meaning the specific jury, selected to resolve this dispute.
Everything that happens has meaning only as the particular jury deciding the case interprets it. If
the jury doesn’t agree, then the event doesn’t have meaning. That’s the power of the jury. When
you’re a plaintiff and are on the receiving end of the jury nullification, it smells exactly like bias
and prejudice. When you’re the beneficiary, it’s simply common sense.

6. THE JUDGE. We’ve all had the unfortunate experience of trying a case in front of a mediocre
judge, or a good judge who was having a bad day. If the jury senses you aren’t getting a fair shake
at the hands of this judge, perhaps they’ll lean your way just enough to level the playing field.

7. THE COURT’S INSTRUCTIONS. Review the exact words of the court’s instructions. Ask
yourself, “is there a common sense policy reason for a rule or law given in the court’s instructions
that reinforces my case theme?” If an instruction doesn’t comport with community values, then
the jury will ignore or nullify it. Conversely, if your argument really is common sense, then it
doesn’t need the support of an instruction to be persuasive. If an argument is in keeping with
jury values, you don’t need the “dignity of the robe” via its instructions for reinforcement, but it
sure helps. 

8. THE B EVENT. When the nature of the B event is really deplorable, then argue that. Don’t
emphasize A  C, or any type of subtraction (quantitative). Instead, emphasize what the plaintiff
was left with (qualitative). In a case involving sexual abuse of a child, ask, “If this case isn’t worth
$3 million, then how much more did the plaintiff have to endure before it’s worth that amount?”
This shifts the focus from what actually happened to the plaintiff as a matter of quantification, to
the base nature of what happened to her. 

Again, you’re always asking what’s your trump suit? Ask and answer this question long before
trial. Then, once you’ve generated your theme or themes, align the rest of the case to cleave with
your strengths.

9. A FRAGILE PLAINTIFF. A fragile plaintiff explains causation and why it took so little (meaning
a very small b) to have produced such devastating results in this particular plaintiff. It also
explains why “the straw can break the camel’s back” and why a wrongdoer takes their fragile and
predisposed victim as is.
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These are just some ideas. You’ll see features within the case that resonate with you. 
The author F. Scott Fitzgerald said no one reads a long book that isn’t about them. Now you’re
starting to personalize the case in a way that accesses who you are in an authentic way.
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